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Maya’s graph editor may look intimidating, but getting comfortable with this tool is             

the most surefire way to control your animation more precisely. It’s imperative you             
master this tool if you wish to be a professional animator. (Note: This is based on                
Autodesk Maya 2020; location and functions of tools may not be the same in older or                
newer versions) 

Utilizing the graph editor is important in ensuring your animation is as smooth             
and precise as possible. If you find that as you watch your animation playback and               
things are slipping or motions are kinked or jerky in some areas, going through the               
graph editor is the best way to find and edit what may be causing these motion issues.  

The graph editor is a powerful tool and you will only really feel comfortable with it                
the more you play around in it. It’s highly suggested that you create a simple animation                
of a primitive object, like a classic bouncing ball, and see what manipulation of keys,               
animation curves, and tangents do to the sequence.  

This tech paper is intended to be a jumping off point for the graph editor and is by                  
no means a representation of the full range of capabilities this tool has.  
 
To bring up the graph editor, go to Windows > Animation Editors > Graph Editor 
 
Without anything selected, the graph editor looks like this: 
 

 
     Outliner ^                                                       Graph View ^ 



 
With selections, the graph editor looks like this: 
(Note: I key my frames simultaneously so for my character’s walk cycle all keyed              
attributes are visible) 
 

 
 

● Maya’s graph editor may look intimidating, but getting comfortable with this tool is             
the most surefire way to control your animation more precisely. It’s imperative            
you master this tool if you wish to be a professional animator. (Note: This is               
based on Autodesk Maya 2020; location and functions of tools may not be the              
same in older or newer versions) 

● Utilizing the graph editor is important in ensuring your animation is as smooth             
and precise as possible. If you find that as you watch your animation playback              
and things are slipping or motions are kinked or jerky in some areas, going              
through the graph editor is the best way to find and edit what may be causing                
these motion issues.  

● The graph editor is a powerful tool and you will only really feel comfortable              
with it the more you play around in it. It’s highly suggested that you create a                
simple animation of a primitive object, like a classic bouncing ball, and see what              
manipulation of keys, animation curves, and tangents do to the sequence.  

● This tech paper is intended to be a jumping off point for the graph editor               
and is by no means a representation of the full range of capabilities this tool has.  

●  



● To bring up the graph editor, go to Windows > Animation Editors > Graph              
Editor 

●  
● Without anything selected, the graph editor looks like this: 
●  

○  Diamond Key: non-weighted tangents 

○  Square Key: weighted tangents 

○  Circle Key: a key on a quaternion curve (no tangents) 
 

Tangents and Curves 

 

 
 

● Animation curves are seen along the X and Y-axes, as you’d expect from a              
traditional graph 

○ The X-axis displays the keyframe range of your attributes 
○ The Y-axis displays the value of your attributes 

● In the Curves Menu, you can switch from non-weighted tangents (default) to            
weighted tangents, though non-weighted tangents seem to be best in most           
situations.  

○ Weighted tangents allow for more control over tangents 
● At the top of your graph editor, you’ll see all the additional ways in which you can                 

manipulate tangents 
○ Auto  

■ The default type for new keys 
○ Spline 

■ The animation curve between keys is smooth 
■ The tangents of these curves are at the same angle so that the             

animation curve smoothly enters and exits your keys 
■ For the best results, a minimum amount of keys should be used 

○ Clamped 
■ Clamped possesses elements of both linear and spline tangents 
■ The keys will be splines unless the keys are close to one another in              

their value then they will be interpolated as linear 
○ Linear 



■ This creates an animation curve that is a straight line between two            
keys 

○ Flat 
■ This sets the in and out tangents of a selected key to be horizontal.              

This is useful if you want to hold an object briefly before it moves              
again 

○ Step 
■ This creates a straight line between keys, but unlike a linear           

tangent, there is no gradation between keys. In other words, if           
you’re animating a sequence in stepped, the keyed poses will not           
change until the next key is hit in the timeline. (This is useful if you               
just want to see your key poses in motion without Maya’s           
interpreted in-betweens) 

○ Plateau 
■ These tangents ease animation curves much like spline tangents         

do as well as flatten curves like clamped tangents 
■ This tangent mostly behaves like a spline tanger but they do not all             

the minimum or maximum values along an animation curve to          
extend past their keyframes 

○ Break 
■ This allows you to manipulate the tangent’s in and out handle           

individually and it will not affect the opposing handle 
○ Unify 

■ This rejoins broken tangents, but they do keep the new angle in            
which the broken tangent was set at (*This can only be used on             
broken tangents) 

○ Free 
■ This allows the weight and angle of a tangent to be adjusted (*This             

only applies to weighted curves) 
■ When tangents are free, the appear as pale gray  

○ Lock 
■ This specifies that only the angle of tangent can be moved, not its             

value 
■ When tangent handles are locked, they appear as black (*This only           

applies to weighted curves) 
■ Hot key: Press H to lock and J to unlock 

 
Helpful Tips 



● Your curves don’t have to necessarily “look” good, but they have to be smooth              
and functioning properly. Just because the curves look good doesn’t mean the            
timing or arcs in the animation are good.  

● The more keys you have, the harder it will be to make corrections and to keep                
your animation flowing smoothly 

● In the menu > Select > Pre-Select Highlight, turning this on will highlight             
selectable keys or curves when you hover over them with your mouse. This is              
incredibly handy if you have overlapping curves 

 
 

● If you find some of your curves are mangled by over-rotation, you can use the               
Euler Filter. (Curves > Euler Filter from menu).This should correct and           
unscramble any mangling you see and resets the value to not exceed 360             
degrees. So, if for example, if you’re animating a character and somewhere            
along your playback the arm rotates suddenly and erratically, it’s probably the            
result of over-rotation which this tool can fix.  

 
 



● To cycle an animation: 
○ Select the keys and curves from the segment you wish to cycle 
○ From the menu, select Curves > Pre Infinity > Cycle (past) or Post             

Infinity > Cycle (future) 
○ Select View > Infinity to enable the looped animation in the graph editor 
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